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What isWhat is  quantum mechanics?quantum mechanics?

EveryEvery  object hasobject has  both characteristics of both characteristics of particleparticle  and and wavewave

Experimental evidencesExperimental evidences

countable and discretecountable and discrete

spreads all over the space (simultaneously) and shows interferencespreads all over the space (simultaneously) and shows interference

Blackbody radiationBlackbody radiation

Photoelectric effectPhotoelectric effect

Heat capacity of solidHeat capacity of solid



Light is an electro-magnetic wave.Light is an electro-magnetic wave.



Black Body RadiationBlack Body Radiation

Planck Distribution:Planck Distribution:

Derived based on the assumption thatDerived based on the assumption that



Heat capacity of Heat capacity of monoatomic monoatomic solidsolid

Dulong Dulong and and PetitPetit’’s s law (valid for anylaw (valid for any  monoatomic monoatomic solid at high temp.)solid at high temp.)

EinsteinEinstein’’s formula:s formula:

DebyeDebye: more realistic distribution of oscillator energies: more realistic distribution of oscillator energies



Photoelectric Effect:Photoelectric Effect:

de de Broglie Broglie - any particle- any particle  has wave characteristicshas wave characteristics

(Particle nature of light)(Particle nature of light)

(Experimental evidence: (Experimental evidence: Davisson Davisson and and GermerGermer, diffraction, diffraction
of electron from a nickel crystal)of electron from a nickel crystal)



(Time independent) Schrödinger Equation(Time independent) Schrödinger Equation

Examples:Examples:

Particle in 1-D BoxParticle in 1-D Box::

Harmonic OscillatorHarmonic Oscillator::

General Expression in 3-D Spherical Coordinate System:General Expression in 3-D Spherical Coordinate System:



Free rotation in three dimension:Free rotation in three dimension:



Associated Associated Legendre Legendre PolynomialPolynomial



Associated Associated Legendre Legendre PolynomialPolynomial

Spherical HarmonicsSpherical Harmonics

This isThis is  an an eigenfunction eigenfunction of the total angular momentum:of the total angular momentum:

and  the angular momentum along the z-axis:and  the angular momentum along the z-axis:



Associated Associated Legendre Legendre PolynomialPolynomial

What are corresponding What are corresponding eigenvalueseigenvalues??



(Time independent) Schrödinger Equation(Time independent) Schrödinger Equation

General Expression in 3-D Spherical Coordinate System:General Expression in 3-D Spherical Coordinate System:

simplifies the problem.simplifies the problem.



For hydrogen-like atom,For hydrogen-like atom,

Free motion of center ofFree motion of center of
mass of the atommass of the atom

For internal state of the hydrogen-like atom,For internal state of the hydrogen-like atom,



For hydrogen-like atom,For hydrogen-like atom,



For hydrogen-like atom,For hydrogen-like atom,

SolutionSolution  of the above differential equation satisfying the boundaryof the above differential equation satisfying the boundary
conditions exist only whenconditions exist only when



For hydrogen-like atom,For hydrogen-like atom,



For hydrogen atom,For hydrogen atom,

Lyman Series: nLyman Series: n11=1=1

Balmer Balmer Series: nSeries: n11=2=2

Paschen Paschen Series: Series: nn11=3=3



Associated Associated Laguerre Laguerre polynomialpolynomial



Angular distribution functionAngular distribution function

: : Probabiltiy Probabiltiy to find theto find the  electron inelectron in
the angular volume ofthe angular volume of

The angular momentum operator of an electron is denoted asThe angular momentum operator of an electron is denoted as



Spin -Spin -  cannot be visualized but has almost the same property as thecannot be visualized but has almost the same property as the
orbital angular momentum except that it can have half-integer quantumorbital angular momentum except that it can have half-integer quantum
numbers.numbers.

Eigenvalues Eigenvalues ofof andand

areare andand

Spin quantum number Spin quantum number ““ss”” is a unique property of a particle. is a unique property of a particle.

Fermions have half integer value of Fermions have half integer value of ““ss””.  Two fermions cannot occupy the.  Two fermions cannot occupy the
same quantum state.same quantum state.

Bosons have full integer value of Bosons have full integer value of ““ss””..    There is no limitation inThere is no limitation in  the number ofthe number of
bosonsbosons  that can occupy the same state.that can occupy the same state.

Electron, Proton, Neutron: Electron, Proton, Neutron: s=1/2 s=1/2 

Photon, Deuteron: Photon, Deuteron: s=1s=1



Many electron atom - Many electron atom - orbitals orbitals with the same principal quantumwith the same principal quantum  ““nn””
are no longer degenerate.are no longer degenerate.

For a given principal quantumFor a given principal quantum
number, the energy is higher for largernumber, the energy is higher for larger
angular momentum quantum number.angular momentum quantum number.

Why?Why?

Configuration: the manner of filling electrons in the Configuration: the manner of filling electrons in the orbitals orbitals available.available.
There are numerousThere are numerous  configurations possible, but there is only one groundconfigurations possible, but there is only one ground
state configuration!state configuration!



l, m, sl, m, s  ::  angular momentum, magnetic momentum (angular momentum, magnetic momentum (z-component z-component ofof  l),l),
and spin quantum numbers of a single electronand spin quantum numbers of a single electron

Orbital: specified by Orbital: specified by n n and and ll

L, M, S L, M, S : quantum numbers for sum over all the electrons: quantum numbers for sum over all the electrons

nn  : principal quantum number (shell): principal quantum number (shell)

Configuration - Assignment of electrons toConfiguration - Assignment of electrons to  orbitalsorbitals



Term Symbol:Term Symbol:
2S+12S+1

JJ

G4
F3
D2
P1
S0L =L =

JJ: Quantum number for: Quantum number for
sum of sum of LL and  and SS

Possible combinations of angular Possible combinations of angular momenta momenta and term symbols for twoand term symbols for two
equivalent equivalent pp electrons. electrons.



HundHund’’s s rules -rules -  determine the energy levels for the same configurationdetermine the energy levels for the same configuration
(generally correct, but not absolutely right)(generally correct, but not absolutely right)

(i)(i) Among all the terms derived from the same configuration, those withAmong all the terms derived from the same configuration, those with
the highest spin multiplicitythe highest spin multiplicity  are the lowest in energy.are the lowest in energy.

(ii)(ii) Of the terms with the same multiplicity, the lowest is that with theOf the terms with the same multiplicity, the lowest is that with the
highest value of highest value of LL..

LandeLande’’s s interval rule - determines the energy levelsinterval rule - determines the energy levels  among terms with theamong terms with the
same multiplicity and L. Works wellsame multiplicity and L. Works well  mostly for ground state terms.mostly for ground state terms.

For less than half-filled For less than half-filled orbitalsorbitals, smaller , smaller JJ has lower energy. has lower energy.
For more than half-filled For more than half-filled orbitalsorbitals, larger , larger JJ has lower energy. has lower energy.



Hydrogen atomHydrogen atom

Ground state (  Ground state (                ) :) :

Excited states (Excited states (                                                                ):):

Helium atomHelium atom

Ground state configuration:Ground state configuration: Ground state term:Ground state term:

Excited state configurations:Excited state configurations:

Excited state terms:Excited state terms: SingletsSinglets

TripletsTriplets



Selection rules - determine what transition is possibleSelection rules - determine what transition is possible  when photon iswhen photon is
absorbed or emitted.absorbed or emitted.

LaporteLaporte’’s s RuleRule

This is due to the fact thatThis is due to the fact that  absorption of photon, which hasabsorption of photon, which has
spin 1, corresponds to odd inversion symmetry and that thespin 1, corresponds to odd inversion symmetry and that the
sum of sum of lli i dtermines dtermines the inversion symmetry of the the inversion symmetry of the eigenstateeigenstate..



Examples of Atomic SpectraExamples of Atomic Spectra

1.1. Alkali metal atoms (Li,Na, K, Alkali metal atoms (Li,Na, K, RbRb, Cs) - , Cs) - (Closed shell)(Closed shell)nsns11

Emission has  at least three series in the visible region.Emission has  at least three series in the visible region.

((                              is forbidden because ofis forbidden because of
LaporteLaporte’’s s rule)rule)

The principal series inThe principal series in  the sodium atom (Na)the sodium atom (Na)

n=3n=3: Sodium D lines: 589.592 nm, 588.995 nm: Sodium D lines: 589.592 nm, 588.995 nm


